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Statement

We are a Portland-based wallet company bending the norms of tradition and innovation 
to make an age-old product meet the needs of today’s consumers. 



Company Facts

Started by two Portland-based designers in February 2017

High-quality, minimalist wallets and other useful accessories

Designed, lasered and hand-stitched in Portland, OR

Premium U.S. vegetable-tanned leather

Carried in more than 100 retail store locations (US, Canada, Japan)

More than 4,000 units sold

Crowd funded $25,000 in a Kickstarter campaign

Now pioneering digital customization in the handmade industry



Our Story

In July of 2015, Jake Fromer and Je� Heil fired up their brand 

new 500lb laser cutter in the basement of their Northeast 

Portland rental. The two designers had a lofty vision – to 

revolutionize the handmade wallet industry with modern 

design and scalability. Their idea was to leverage newly 

accessible DIY laser manufacturing technology to create a 

more modern product faster and with more consistency than 

would be possible with traditional methods of leather 

craftsmanship. And, they would do it all in-house.

This idea set them on a 3-year path of countless design 

iterations, dozens of craft fairs and trade shows, 100 retail 

partner store locations and a $25,000 Kickstarter campaign 

that would fund the development of a web app that now allows 

customers to build their own wallet online.

Discovering “Modern Craft”

It’s not easy to find a handmade wallet that’s truly made for 

today’s consumer – a wallet that has the durability and 

one-of-a-kindness of a traditional handmade leather good, but 

also the slim profile, precise stitching and clean construction 

that fits a more modern lifestyle and aesthetic. So, back in 2015, 

Jake and Je� put their designer-maker backgrounds to use, 

spending their nights and weekends making paper prototypes, 

drawing patterns on the computer, torching leather scraps with 

their laser and stitching up throw-away samples. They were 

playing with all kinds of variables in the design of the wallet; 

things like silhouette, pocket construction, material thickness, 

stitch density, corner radii and even alternate materials like 

felted wool (which is where the brand’s name WOOLLY came 

from although the material didn’t stick around for very long). 

The laser cutter was a huge part of their discovery process and 

they leveraged this digital component as much as they could. It 

allowed them to test things rapidly, adjusting only where there 

were issues while keeping everything else pixel-perfect.

Jake Fromer (right), formerly with Nike apparel innovation, and Je� Heil (left), a 
freelance UX designer first met in product design school at University of Oregon



All of this led to a line of wallets that looked di�erent than the 

competition. They were clean and contemporary, made from 

premium U.S. leather and full of handcraft character – a style 

that WOOLLY would refer to as “modern craft”.

Using Technology to Scale Handmade

Jake and Je� weren’t only focused on the design of their 

wallets. They were also thinking about the design of the 

process used to make the wallets and how to “do more with 

less” – a philosophy they learned during their time in product 

design school. They knew that, traditionally, a premium, hand 

sewn wallet takes a lot of time and meticulous care from a 

highly skilled leather craftsman. And that if they were going to 

make these beautiful wallets e�ciently, they would need to 

invent a process built for scale.

With almost no sewing experience between the two, Jake and 

Je� came up with a workaround that used the laser to pre-cut 

stitch holes into every piece. This way, they could simply align 

the cut pieces and run a needle and thread through by hand to 

make the product come together perfectly every time. This cut 

down the time, cost and skill level needed to make a wallet 

without giving up anything on quality. And because this method 

didn’t need any equipment or supervision, and required only a 

little upfront training, they could easily hire a local team of 

independent sewers who would pick up stacks of leather 

pieces,

hand sew from home, and then return perfectly sewn wallets on 

a weekly basis.  This meant 70% of the production e�ort was 

out of the way, leaving just the remaining 30% (the cutting, 

edge trimming, waxing and burnishing) for Jake and Je� to 

focus on in their studio.

By pre-cutting the stitch holes, WOOLLY cuts down the time, cost and skill level 
needed to make a hand sewn wallet without giving up anything on quality



As the demand for WOOLLY’s products picked up, Jake and 

Je� were able to apply this same production process while 

easily tapping into a vast pool of potential sewers just waiting in 

the wings on Craigslist for piecework that would earn them 

extra income from home. This proved that their production 

process – a blend of high technology, old school craft and a 

little creative local outsourcing – could be scaled. 

Introducing Custom Like Never Before

As it turns out, there was another problem with the handmade 

wallet industry Jake and Je� didn’t see from the start. Not only 

do today’s consumers want a more modern design that can be 

produced at scale but they also expect that a handmade 

product can be made custom.

When a customer realizes the product is handmade, they often 

want it personalized in some way. They are drawn in by the 

maker’s story and process and they want to be a part of it too. 

And so, as a steady stream of custom requests poured in, Jake 

and Je� noticed how ine�cient the process was on both ends. 

Someone had to take down the order, usually by email or 

Instagram DM. This could take days or even weeks of back and 

forth negotiation on the options and price all without ever 

seeing what it will look like until it's made. And as makers, they 

would have to adjust their process, agonize about how to value 

their time and hold their breath when they ship it hoping it's



what the customer had in mind. Again, Jake and Je� saw how 

they could use technology to solve a problem with handmade, 

breaking once more from tradition in their industry.

With the help of a successful Kickstarter campaign, the 

co-founders created an online interface, called WOOLLYLAB, 

that now gives their customers the experience of designing 

their own wallet. Customers can choose their wallet’s color, 

pattern, stitching and personal inscription. Imagine NikeID but 

for high-end, handmade wallets.

Now, with WOOLLYLAB, customers have not only a product to 

latch onto, but also an experience. They are no longer buying 

from WOOLLY, but working with WOOLLY to make something 

unique. By giving their customers the gift of possibility (there 

are literally millions of possible designs in the WOOLLYLAB 

customizer), WOOLLY is becoming part of their customers’ 

story rather than the other way around. 

Looking Ahead

Jake and Je� are excited about the future. They plan to build 

out their platform to include all 10 of their wallet styles. Their 

five-year plan includes a brick and mortar store of their own 

with an immersive, interactive shopping experience and other 

lines of goods they could expand to. But for now, they’re just a 

small wallet company trying something di�erent.



WOOLLYLAB (woollymade.com/lab) allows customers to choose their wallet’s color, pattern, stitching and personal inscription



“Redefining What “Traditional” Means for the Modern Brand: A Conversation with Portland’s WOOLLY Wallet Company” (August 13, 2018)

David Banks, A New Civility

Blog post: www.anewcivility.co/blog/

Blog Interview



WOOLLY was one of 40 featured designers in Kate Duncan’s Address Assembly September 18-23, 2018 in Vancouver, BC. The show 

was done in partnership with IDS Vancouver and was covered by Design Milk, Azure, Gray Magazine and Western Living Magazine.

“If you’re searching for the best furniture and accessories of the Pacific Northwest’s thriving maker culture has to o�er, look no 

further than Kate Duncan’s Address.”   – Azure Magazine

Interview by Kate Duncan: http://addressassembly.com/woolly/

Showroom Feature + Interview



We're partnering with one of our favorite Portland brands to o�er a limited supply of 

co-branded wallets and key accessories. Like us, WILDFANG is unafraid to break from 

tradition in their industry. A self-described "badass" brand, they are fighting convention in 

the world of women's apparel to create clothing that promotes individuality and honest 

self-expression. Find our products at WILDFANG stores in Portland, New York and LA.

A “Badass” Collaboration



Thank you for your interest in WOOLLY.

Use the link below to access photos and video that will help you share our story. For more info about 

working with us or for press inquiries, please send Je� a note at je�@woollymade.com.

goo.gl/8zqhwk


